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ABSTRACT

b the reaction pp - opt f w"V at 19 GeV/e, enhancements around 1100 and

1*00 MeV/c in the (f w V ) and flnrV) aystems »re analysed. Thpeak at

A_ la mainly visible in association with the A (1236) resonance, a phenomenon

analogous to the previous observed reaction type pp •• &0N. In contrast, a weak

enhancement at A* is not visible together with the A°(1236) resonance.

The peak at A. is predominantly seen in a subsample of single diffraction like

•reals, whereas the peak at A~ ie only visible in the corresponding non-

diffractivc subsample. Farther, there is an indication of the process pp - pp°p°p

and finally, as observed enhancement around 1680 MeV/c2 in the (ffVffV)

system csa be explained as a reflection of the peak at A".



1. INTRODUCTION

Besides the states *?(549), P(770), w (783) and f°( 1270), few observations of

meson resonance production are reported in nucleon-nucleon reactions r t" .

In pp-reactions, the final states where meson resonances M * occur are often

of the type NM *N*, for instance pp - NpN1 [2, 3 ] . Also pp - "pN has been

observed [ 4 ] .

In this report we present a study of meson resonance production in the reaction

pp - ppf fVf fV (1)

at 19 GeV/c. The investigation was concentrated on the effective mass distribu-

tions of the (ff ff ), (tun), (it n it ) and (it it u v ) subsystems. In the three
+

pion systems we have examined three enhancements at the place of the A A

and A states and their connection with the observed p (770) production.

Until now, no clear evidence for production of these states in nucleon-nucleon

reactions has been reported. At present, the A (1310) state is regarded as an

ordinary Breit Wtgner resonance, but the A (1100) enhancement is probably of

different nature [ l ] . The latter state has mainly been observed in diffraction

like processes ffN - (fWJDN, but there are also observations of A in reactions

with production of additional mesons. The mass and width of A, vary appreciably

from reaction to reaction and are also t-dependent. The peak value falls in the

interval 1050-1150 MeV/c2; and the width in the range 40-400 MeV/c2. We have

estimated the production cross sections for the A and A states in reaction (1)

and the amount of A and A produced in association with the A(1236) resonance.

In a previous investigation [5 ] , we have found evidence for the presence of two

components, a single diffractive class and a non-diffractive one, in the production

amplitude for reaction (1). Therefore, we have investigated the A and A produc-

tion in the diffractive and the non-diffractive subsamples separately.

2
Finally, we have studied the connection between an enhancement at 1700 MeV/c

present in the (f ff rr"ff") system and the A peak in the (it tt'ir') system.



2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental sample, consisting of 722 events of type (1), is based on

90000 scanned bubble chamber pictures exposed in the CERN 2 m hydrogen

bubble chamber. For reconstruction, identification and analysis of these events,

the CERN program chain TRESH-GRIND-SLJCE-SUMX [6] has been used.

The experimental work has been performed within the Scandinavian Bubble

Chamber Collaboration in Copenhagen, Helsinki and Stockholm. About half of

the sample has been measured on a Spiral Reader device, whereas the other half

has been measured on conventional manual devices (ENETRA). In Stockholm the

program SLICE has been modified to include automatic hypothesis selection based

on information (e.g. ionization) from the scanning and the kinematical reconstruc-

tion (programme GRIND).

The criteria applied to the sample have been similar at all the laboratories.

Hypotheses giving four constraints (4C) in the kinematical reconstruction,

are always preferred to hypotheses giving fits with one constraint (1C). From
2

the distribution of x -probability of all primarily accepted hypotheses, a

cut at p = 0.01 is found to be suitable. Events giving fits for more than one

4C-hypothesis are very rare; for these events the one with the highest x -

probability is chosen. To assure as little contamination with iC-bypotheses as

possible, all 3C- and 2C-fits were excluded from the final sample. The cross

section of reaction (1) at 19 GeV/c has been determined to be 0.42 ± 0.04 mb.

3. A MULTIPERIPH'SRAL PARAMETRIZATION

In order to investigate to what extent the observed effects can be explained as

consequences of four momentum conservation and peripherality, we have com-

pared the experimental distributions with a inultiperipheral parametrization in-

cluding meson (M) and baryon (B) exchange [7, 8 ] . Four graphs have been con-

sidered (Fig. 1), each having a contribution to the amplitude of the form:

(2)



Here s. is the square of the subenergy of particles i and i + t in the multiperi-

pheral chain, t is the corresponding four momentum transfer and or (t) is either

an effective meson trajectory (OLft)) or an effective baryon trajectory (orft)).

aft M B

The factors e are conventionally parametrized residue functions. The model

(2) can be regarded as a simplified CLA-parametrization. We follow an approach

similar to Ref. [8] and put:

i

" 2

(alii)

For simplicity, the graphs have been added incoherently and with equal weights.

No close fit to the data has been attempted, but the parametrization (2) describes

fairly well the experimental distributions of longitudinal and transverse momenta

for protons and pions, as well as the t -distribution. The theoretical distributions

based on the parametrization (2) have been obtained with the aid of the Monte Carlo

programme FOWL [ 9 ] .

4. THE (»V»") ANT ( i V f " ) SYSTEMS

Figs. 2 a and b show the effective mass distributions of the ( v W ) and pMr~ir~)

systems. Farther, the figures show the distribution of M ( i r W ) and M(ffVtr"),

restricted to those combinations where at least one of the two (f w") subsystems

has Its effective mast in the p°(770) band (0.64 < M(#V) < 0.88 MeV/c2). The

prediction of the parametrization for these distributions are also displayed in

the figures.

The M ( v W ) and M(pV) distributions (Fig. 2 a) each have a single maximum
2

around 1100 MeV/c . Evidently, the used parametrization can describe these two

distributions quite wall. No conclusions about the presence of any resonances can

bo drawn from the two distributions.



The M(irVIT") distribution (Fig. 2b) has a broad maximum around 1050 BfeV/c
2

and a narrower one around 1300 MeV/c . This structure persists after the
o

'"p selection''.

The significance of the dip-peak structure in Fig. 2b can be calculated »1th the
o

aid of the \ -test combined with the Run-test [ l o ] . Starting from the "null hypo-
+ - -

thesis": no resonance production in the M(t w w ) system, and assuming that the

parametrization (2) correctly describes the parent distribution, one obtains a

combined probability P(x" 5 11 and R £ 2) R* 0.006 that the observed structure in

the interval 1 .08-1 .40 GeV/c2 is a statistical fluctuation.

o —
Similarly, if the model curve is regarded as the true distribution of M(p » ), one
obtains a combined probability P »* 0.0008 that the observed structure in the

2
interval 1.04 - 1.40 GeV/c is a statistical fluctuation.

The choice of the model curves as the two null hypotheses is motivated by the
+ + - o +

satisfactory agreement of the experimental M(ir it tr ) and M(p n ) distributions
with the corresponding model distributions.

To sum up, the statistical investigation of the structures in the M(W »"#") distribu-

tions indicates that A~(1310) is produced in reaction (1). The indications of A"(1100)

production are more questionable, because the model (2) predicts a n»o«1i"ui" at

1100 MeV/c2 both in the M(ffVtr~) and the Mfl5°tf) distributions.

If the M(Tr+ffV) distribution is interpreted as an A~(i310) Brett Wigner

distribution superimposed o". a non resonant "background", an estimate by

eye og this latter distribution in the interval 1200-1500 MeV/c2 gives 55 ± 10

events in the A~ peak corresponding to a partial cross section of 30 ± 10 Mb for

the process pp - ppA jr , A" -* p ir~. (Throughout this paper, the cross section

values are rounded off to units of 5 fib.) A similar estimation in the M(p°ir")

distribution gives nearly the same number of events in the 1300 peak. The

connection between this enhancement and the p -production is investigated further

m the next section.



5. THE | f V ) SYSTEM

+ -
Fig. 3 a shows the effective mass distribution cf the (v * ) system for the total

sample. The M(* t" ) distribution is also given for those combinations in which

the effective mass of the v and one of the protons falls in the L (1236) band
+ 2

(1.16 < M(p* ) < 1.32 GeV/c ) . In the non-restricted distribution, no resonance

structure is visible, whereas a clear p°(770) peak can be distinguished when

A++{i236) is "antiaelected". No f°(1260)-aignal is visible.

The theoretical M(*f) distribution is too peaked around 500 MeV/c2, but

gives otherwiae a fair description of the experimental distribution (with

exception of the p -region). The prediction for the distribution of the

restricted sample is bad and is omitted. The model curve is normalized

to the experimental distribution outside the p -region. If the model is accepted
2

aa a description of the non-resonant background in the region 0.6-0.9 GeV/c ,

one obviously gets an overestimation of the p peak. An estimate by eye of the

probable background gives 110 i 20 combinations above background in the p -

region. Aa expected, a somewhat smaller excess is obtained in the restricted

sample.

In principle the final state (1) can proceed via production of two p stales.

Fig. 3b gives the effective mass distribution of one (* #~) combination when

the other falla in the p -band. A small enhancement in the p -region is

visible, Indicating that presence of double p° production cannot be excluded.

Use of the model curve as a background estimation gives that 15 ± 5 events

contain two p states, corresponding to a cross section of 10 t 5 fib.

It should be noted that each such event contributes with at least two entries

in the p region in Figs. 3 a and b. The deviation from background in

the p° region in Fig. 3b is only about three standard deviations, and

therefore the evidence for the process is quite weak. If the estimated contri-

bution of doable p° production (30 entries) is subtracted from the primary number

of p° combinations, one obtains 80 * 20 events with single p° production,

corresponding to 46 i 10 Mb.

tL I» known that the decay of A j ( aa well a* the three pion decay of h^ to 100 %

go via pw [ l ] ; and therefore, it is necessary to examine to what extent the observed



enhancements at the A and A masses in the M(W ft f ) and M(W ""»") dlstribu-
o • -

tions are connected to the p production. Fig. 4 shows the M(w w ) distribution
+ - 1

when the effective mass of the (* f )* system falls in the A or the A regions
2 2

(0.96 < M(tnnr) < 1.20 GeV/c and 1.20 <M(fv*) < 1.40 GeV/c respectively.
In rJl four distributions, the model curves are normalized to the experimental

o
distribution outside the p region.

Figs.4 a and d show, in comparison to the model, overpopulation of events in the
o +

p -region. In the A and A "bands", the agreement between experiment and para-

metrization is quite good (Figs. 4 b and c). In the A band (Fig. 4 b), the excess

above the predicted distribution is »65 entries, which is compatible with the earlier

estimated A signal (55 t 10 events).

+ +

The excess in the A band (Fig. 4 a) indicates that A production may be present,
+ + - o +

although this cannot be concluded from the M(ff it v ) and M(p ff ) distributions

discussed earlier. The excess in the p band above the model distribution is

about 60 entries. Although the method used cannot give any good quantitative

measure of the A meson production, the results suggest that production of A and

A is of the same order of magnitude.
Evidently the whole p signal, with exception of the double p contribution, can be

explained as a result of A and A" decaying Into p f and p°t" respectively. The
1 «

absence of any excess in the p region in Fig. 4 c indicates that the enhancement
+ - - o - -

around 1050 in the M(ff ir ir ) and M(p ff ) distributions are not caused by A

production. The absence of any p° signal in the A band is consistent with the lack

of any visible A* signal in the M ( f f W ) and M(p°ir+) distributions.

6. ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION OF A(1236) AND A2(1310)

The A (1236) isobar is abundantly produced in reaction (1), whereas the A°(1236)

production is much weaker (Figs. 5a and b).

The distribution of M(ir ir if ) where the remaining pion together with a proton has

an effective mass in the A(1236) region is shown in Figs. 6a and c. In the same

figures, the results of the p°-selection is also shown. With the "A-selection", the
x + - o +

M(ff ff ff ) and M(p n ) distributions do not show any clear structure. In particular



one notices that the peak at 1100 MeV/c , visible in the total sample, is absent

here.

The M(f *"»") and M(pr ) distributions still show pronounced structures when the

^-selection is made (Fig. 6c). In fact, the enhancement around 1300 is of the

same order of magnitude as the corresponding bump in the unrestricted M (ff ff n )

and M(p°fr~) distributions (Fig. 2b). The other peak in the M(ir t~ir~) distribution

is displaced towards lower masses compared to the corresponding enhancement

in the unrestricted M(f+ir~ir") distribution. The M(pV) distribution in Fig. f>c

can be Interpreted as an A" peak superimposed on u non-resonant background.
+ - -

The observations thus indicate that the 1050 peak visible in the M(tr ir V ) and

M(p v~) distributions i s not caused by A~ production.

The parametrization gives a fair description of the distributions in Fig. 6a, where-

as its prediction for the two distributions in Fig. 6c is bad also when the 1300 peak

is disregarded. If the model curve is regarded as the true distribution of M(tr ff'ir")
2 2

in the region 1.08-1.40 GeV/c , one obtains a combined \ and Run probability

of Pw 0.001 that the observed dip-peak structure is a statistical fluctuation.

Similarly the structure in the M(pV) distribution in the interval 1.08-1.36 GeV/c"

has a combined probability of P m 0.0004 to he a statistical fluctuation. The devia-

tion from a smooth non-resonant distribution is thus quite significant in the last case.

The observations show that production of A~ is almost exclusively associated

with Å (1236) production. Only a very small excess of events above the estimated

background can be distinguished in Fig. 6d. This excess could originate from

the wings of the &"(1236).

Figs. 6b and d show the M f l f W ) and M(p°ff ) distributions when the remaining

pion together with a proton do not form an effective mass in the A(1236) region.

In the MprVff") distribution (Fig. 6b) one notices a peaking around 1100 MeV/c2

which persists in the U(p°9+) distribution. Obviously, the parametrization (2) is

unable to describe the two distributions. In contrast, the distribution of

M(fVff~) when Ä++(1236) is antlselected (Fig. 6d), can be roughly described by

the multiperipheral model. If the model curve is accepted as a description of the

M(f f f") distribution (Fig. 6b), the significance of the enhancement at 1100 turns

out to be •lightly above two standard deviations in both cases. Thus, the evidence



for A in this distribution is not very strong, but the general shape of the M<p f )

•iistribution in Fig. 6b, makes it difficult to determine the significance of the en-
•>

hancement at 1100 MeV/c~. The estimated background in the low mass region is

very model dependent.

• * • • » - _ +

From the M(ff v n ) distribution in Fig. 6b, the possible A production is estimated
to be 25 r 10 events, corresponding to a cross section of 15 t 5 pb for the process

- - ->• o ••

pp - ppAjff . Aj - p » .

7. THK THREE PION SYSTEMS AND THE TWO COMPONENT PICTURE

In a previous report [5], we have presented evidence for the presence of a
+ + - - 2

single diflractive process pp - p/pw ir v ir at 19 GeV/c . Various methods for
selection of diffractive events have been tried. In one of these methods, the

secondary particles are ordered in a chain according to the magnitude of their
j Ecm + p?*

CM rapidities (y = - In ( -—- JJmM'Tne larKest rapidity gap between adjacent
E " PL

particles in this chain is used to define the border between two groups of final

state particles. The candidates to single diffraction dissociation are those events

in which the largest rapidity gap separates one proton from the remaining

secondaries. For events in which the largest rapidity gap gives one group of

secondaries containing both protons, the largest gap is disregarded, and the

second largest is used, and so on. With this separation method "max(Ay) ",
PP

the sample i« divided into two groups, a "diffractive" and a "non-diffractive" one.
The first subsample is enriched on single diffractive events.

+ -f - + - - o +

Figs. 7a-d show the M(ff n n ) - and M(ir n ir ) - together with the M(P V ) - and the

M(p ffv-distributions for the two defined subsamples. The peak at the A mass in the

M(p it ) distribution is visible mainly in the diffractive subsample (Figs. 7a and b).

On the other hand, Figs. 7 c and d show that the peak at A~ is predominantly visible

in the non-diffractive subsample. Finally, the enhancement at 1050 in the

M(ff ir'n ) and M(p fl") distributions is present in both subsamples (Figs. 7c and d),

but can, as before, be interpreted as a fluctuation above a non-resonant background
2

peaked around 1 GeV/c .



8. THE (ffVffV) SYSTEM

+ + - -
In the M(ff V » V ) distribut ion. shown in Fig. 8a,om> notices a weak enhancement

2
around 1700 MeV/c . The multiperipheral paramctrization predicts a maximum at

a slightly higher value. In eight-prong ff p-react ions at 8 GcV/c 111], a state with

a mass at about 1700 MeV/c , g(1680) decaying into h^, has been reported. Fig. 8b
+ _ _ , . _ -

shows the M(» v n ) distribution when the M(w n v ir ) is restricted to a region

around 1700 MeV/c2 (1.52 < M(irVwV) < 1.88 GeV/c2), and Fig. 8c shows

the M(f+»"»") distribution when the M(iMr w~ff~) effective mass falls outside this

interval. The two figures demonstrate that the enhancement around 1700 MeV/c
+ + _ _

in the M(ff f v v ) distributiop is uniquely connected to the A enhancement.
+ + - _ + _ _

Fig. 8d shows the distribution of M(ff v w V ) when at least one of the (ff 9 rt )

subsystems has its effective mass in the A» region. Obviously, the parametrization

(2) can satisfactorily describe the experimental distribution. We have thus no

evidence for production of g(168O), subsequently decaying into four pions. The g

state is supposed to decay into two or four pions with approximately the same

frequency [ l ] . In the reaction pp -ppir n at 19 GeV/c [12], this state has not

been observed, which is a further evidence against the interpretation of the
2

enhancement at 1700 MeV/c as an effect of g(1680) production.

9. COMPARISON WITH OTHER REACTIONS

The distributions in Fig. 6 a shows that the process pp -* A Aj> is absent or very

weak compared to the process pp -* A A jp. In a previous analysis of the reaction

type pp - 40N at 19 GeV/c [4] , one obtained the result:

- 5 ±2 (3)

The reaction types pp -• ApN and pp ~ AAN are similar, both involving production

of a meson with isospin one in association with a A(1236) state. If the ratio between

the cross sections of the reactions pp - A A" p and pp -* A A_p is assumed to be

the same as (3) and If the number of events of the type pp ** A A_p is taken to be

55 110 (Beet. 4), one expects to have 10 15 events of the type pp - A Ar>, A - pff"



10

Clearly, the distribution in Fig. 6a is consistent with the presence at such n
o •• o - •* «> •

small signal. The cross section for the process pp - A Aj>, A - I p, A, - p »

is estimated to bo in the region 0-10 lib. Also the reactions pp — A t p and

pp-* A n p are similar to the treated types. Experimentally one has obtained [12 j :

5+
o +

- A n p)

Lpir

This result is in good agreement with (3).

A double Regge pole model applied to the process pp-*A IT p at 19 GeV/c [13],

restricted to a small momentum transfer from the incoming proton to the
++ ++

A state, gave results consistent with pure pion exchange at the A vertex.
Also an earlier analysis of the same process at 6.6 GeV/c [14] gave evidence

t i

for dominance of pion exchange at the A vertex for small t . It is tempting to
pA

assume that pion exchange at the A vertex plays an important role in all the three

treated reaction types: pp -• AM N, where M* is », P, or A .

10. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The investigation of the effective mass distributions of the two, three and four

pion subsystems it

following rtsiilts.

pion subsystems in the final state of the reaction pp -> ppir K ff'ff has given the

There is a clear indication for A (1310) production. The enhancement in the
+ - - z

M(ff n v ) distribution remains if the sample is restricted so that at least one
of the (it it') subsystems has an effective mass in the p°(770) region. Conversely,

the mans distribution of those (if it ) systems, which together with a v~ give an

effective mass in the A region, has a p signal of the same size as that of the

A" peak.

The peak at A~ is only visible when the remaining it , together with a proton, forms
i i

an effective mass in the A (1236) band. The partial cross section for the process
- t- - o -

PP " PPA
2

ff • Ao " P ff i s estimated to be 30 ± 10 pb, which is also the

estimated cross section for the reaction pp ** A A"p, A" -* p it'. The data is

consistent with the conjecture that the ratio between the cross sections for the



i i

•H- - O +

reactions pp - A Aj> and pp - £ A-p is the same as between the cross sections
++ - o + * -

for pp -• & Op and pp — & p p, and also between the cross sections for pp - .". v p

and pp -* & V p, indicating similarities in the production mechanism for the three

reaction types.

A weak enhancement at A (1100) in the M(f w ff~) distribution is only visible when

the remaining V t igether with a proton do not form an effective mass in the i(1236)

region. The distribution of M(ff ir~) when M(ff (tr ir~» falls in the A region has a clear
o +

p**IHil'C in the p region which gives a further support for A production. The
+ - + o +partial cross section for the process pp - ppA v , A -• p ir is estimated to be

15 i 10 Itb.

An enhancement around 1060 MeV/c in the M ( i V f " ) is not associated with any

p production, and can therefore not be an effect of A production.

The division of the experimental sample into a dlffractive and a non-diffractive

subeample, shows that the peak at A is visible mainly in the diffractive part,

whereas the A~ peak is visible mainly in the non-diffractive one. This does not

mean that we claim a diffractive mechanism to be responsible for the possible

A production, but the observation indicates that the states A and A~ have

different production meofcanisms each with preferred kinematical configurations.

The estimated cross section for single p (770) production is 45 ± 10 jjb, implying

that all single p production can be the result of A^ and A~ decays.

There is a weak indication for the process pp -* ppp p which cross section is

estimated to be 10 + 5 pb.

2 + +
An enhancement at 1700 MeV/c in the M (ir tr ir ir) effective mass can in our
case be explained as a kinematical reflection of the peak at A".

In conclusion the investigation gives, doe to the limited statistics, only a weak

evidence for production of the A* and A~ states in reaction (1) at 19 GeV/c. On the

other hand there appears to be no strong t priori reason against production of these

states la nuoleon-nuoleon reactions. Investigations of the reaction (1) at different in-

coming momenta and of analogous pn-reaotions should give valuable information

about the correctness of our observations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. l The multiperiphornl graphs included in the puramuirization (2).
•f + -

Fig. -a The (IT * W ) effective mass diatribut ion. The upper histogram la

obtained from the total sample '722 events), and the oroas hatched

histogram is obtained from those (ir v ff ) combinations in which at

least one (ir ir ) subsystem has its effective mass in the p (770)
+ - 2 o

region 0.64 ^ M(ff ff ) < 0.88 GeV/c (p selection). The curves

are predictions of the parametrization (2), each normalized to the

total number of events in respective distribution.

Fig. 2 b The(W ff») effective mass distribution. The upper histogram is

obtained from the total sample, and the cross hatched one is ob-
+ - - + -

tained from those (ir v f ) combinations in which at least one (ff ir )

subsystems has its effective mass in the p (770) region.

The curves are obtained from the parametrization (2) each

normalized to the number of events in respective distribution.

Fig. 3 a The(1T V )e£fective mass distribution.The upper histogram is ob-

tained from the total sample an! the lower cross hatched one is the
+ _

same distribution with those (W ff ) combinations removed in which

the IT together with one of the protons gives an effective mass in

the A(1236) region, i .e . 1.16 <M(pff+) < 1.36 GeV/c (A anti-

selected). The curve is the prediction of the former distribution

h om the parametrlzation (2) normalized to the number of combina-

i uns outside the p -region.
+ _

Fig. 3 b The effective mass distribution of tho?e (ir ff ) pairs for which the
+ - o

other (ff ff )pair has its effective mass in the p -band. The curve
is the prediction of the parametrization (2) normalized to the number

o
of combinations ouside the p -region.

Fig. 4 The (ff ff~) effective mass distributions when the system together with

at least one of the remaining pions, forms an effective mass in the

A or A regions 0.96 < M(ffffff)± < 1.20 and 1.20 <M(irrnr)± < 1.40
2

GeV/c respectively. The curves are predictions of the parametriza-

tion (2), and each are normalized to the respective experimental

distribution outside the p -region.
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(R) The effective mass distribution of those (ff ff ) systems for which
• * • _ — - * •

at least one(ff ir ir ) combination has its effective nrnss in the A

region.

(b) The effective mass distribution of those (ff ir ) systems for which

at least one (ir ff ff ) combination has its effective mass in the A,

region.

(c) The effective mass distribution of those (ir ir ) systems for which

at least one (ff ff ff ) combination has its effective mass in the A

region.

(d) The effective mass distribution of those (ff it ) systems for which

at least one (ff V ir ) combination has its effective mass in 'hi A

region.

Fig. 5 The (pff ) and (pff) effective mass distributions.
+ + _ + - - ++

Fig. 6 The dlstrJtation of M(ir ir ff ) and M(w it ff ) in relation to the A - and

A -production. In all figures, the lower cross hatched distributions are

obtained with the p -selection. The curves are all obtained from

the parametrization (2).

(a) The distribution of M(ir n w") when at least one M(pir ) c-cmbina-
A J3

tion falls in the £°(1236) band (1.16 < M(pff) < 1.32 GeV/cZ).

The curves are normalized to the two experimental distributions.

(b) The distribution of M(ir IT ff") when none of the two Mfpff )
A B

combinations falls in the L band. The curves are normalized to

the two experimental distributions outside the A band.
4 — _ t-

(c) The distribution of M(ff.ff ff ) when at least one M(pff ) combina-

tion falls in the A (1236) band. The curves are normalized to

the two experimental distributions.

(d) The distribution of M(ir.ir v ) when none of the two M(pff )

combinations falls in the A-band. The curves are normalized

to the two experimental distributions.

Fig. 7 The (ff ff ff") and (ff ffV) effective mass distributions for the diffractive

and non-diffractive subsamples defined in the text. In each plot the

upper histogram is obtained from all combinations in the subsample

considered, and the cross hatched histograms are obtained with the

p-selection.
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(a) The (w wV) effective mas* distribution in the dlflractlve subsample.

(b) The (w*w ir~) effective mass distribution in the non-diffraetlve

subsample.

(c) The (ff WIT ) effective mass distribution in the diffractive •ubsample.
+ - _

(d) The (v n n ) effective mass distribution in the non-diffraotlve sub-

sample.
+ +

Fig. 8 a The (V w v n ) effective mass for the total sample. The curve is ob-

tained from the parametritation (2).

Fig. sb The (vwv ) effective mass distribution of those events for which the

(irVirV) effective mass falls in a region 1.52 < M(wVVV) < 1.88 GeV/c''

Fig. 8 c Th? (» *>~) effective mass distribution of those events for which the
+ +

(ir ir IT w ) effective mass does not fall m the region defined In 8b.
+ +

Fig. 8d The («r # n v ) effective mass distribution for those events in which at

least one (9 v it ) combination has its effective mass in the A region.

The curve is the prediction of the parametrization (2), normalized

to the total experimental distribution.
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